Summary: Overall Effectiveness

Grade: Good

The 2019-20 academic year proved to be one of the most challenging the College has ever faced. Throughout
the Covid-19 pandemic the College has remained open to provide support, care and education to its students
and clients all of whom are classified as vulnerable under Government guidance. An enormous amount of
work has been undertaken to risk assess each individual to identify and deliver the best course of action for
them. Every college environment and activity has also been rigorously risk assessed and appropriate infection,
prevention and control measures implemented.
The College responded swiftly to move to remote learning for those students who were safest at home during
the early weeks of the pandemic, and has continued to refine its on-line learning offer for individuals and small
groups during periods of isolation. Face-to-face learning has continued throughout with ‘bubbles’ and social
distancing measures working very effectively across main site and at our three satellites. Creative on-site
alternatives have been devised to fill the ‘gap’ left by reduced access to external work experience placements,
for example, the new ‘Tip Top Takeout’, on-line retail activity and charity shop development.
Increased support for staff wellbeing has been a particular focus and flexibilities have been applied where
appropriate to ensure that staff feel safe and well supported. Staffing levels and workload are being monitored
closely where periods of self-isolation may affect staff attendance and remedial actions are promptly applied
where needed. Additional wellbeing activities have been made available to staff to support them through these
worrying times.
Set against this background, the College’s progress towards the targets identified in the Quality Improvement
Plan for 19-20 are very impressive. Governors, senior leaders and staff have remained ambitious for the
College and its students and have retained a strong vision and plan for the future, responding to the everchanging external landscape whilst continuing to manage planned change effectively.
A major focus during 2019-20 has been the restructure of the care management team and completion of a
comprehensive action plan following the CQC inspection in May 19. The College participated in an
‘Engagement and Support’ call with CQC in September 20, the outcomes of which were positive in all areas.
The College is currently awaiting CQC re-inspection which has been delayed due to the Covid-19 situation.
Work has also continued to adapt to the changing support needs of the student group with significant
investment in staff training and estates and facilities upgrades. It is recognised that a review of therapy
services will be required during 20-21 to further inform this work.
The successful opening of a new satellite in Telford in September 20 demonstrates the continued focus on
strategic development. In addition, the work carried out during the Summer break, supported by an external
consultant, to review and reflect upon the impact of the pandemic and identify organisational learning is an
example of the determination of the leadership and management team to continue to drive quality
improvement ‘come what may’ and to build on positives even in the most challenging of times.
The College’s specialism continues to be the provision of real experiences of work in customer-facing settings
and, with the appropriate adjustments, this has continued throughout 19-20. Aspects of the curriculum offer
have been reviewed and refined including the Creative Arts curriculum to ensure ongoing relevance in relation
to planned student outcomes. An area of growth during 19-20 has been the ‘Work Skills’ pathway, now in its
second year, and successfully supporting students not yet ready for customer-facing environments to develop
the necessary skills and behaviours to enable them to progress within their chosen vocational route.
Employer partners are key to the College’s extensive external work experience offer. Throughout the
pandemic, the College has worked closely with its employers to enable continued access to off-site
placements when safe to do so. The overwhelming response from partners has been positive with a real
willingness to sustain relationships by adapting processes and procedures.
The College’s impressive independence, sports and wellbeing programme has been adapted to ensure that all
students continue to develop and thrive with a combination of on-line and face-to-face activities, and additional
opportunities have been provided on site while off-site activities are limited.
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Students’ range of outcomes continue to be outstanding and destination data is very good with progression
into paid employment in line with the national average.
Ofsted carried out a monitoring visit in January 2020 with a focus on safeguarding. The outcome of this was
positive in all aspects, confirming the very high priority that the College places upon this aspect of its work.
IT has been a focus of review and development during 19-20 and considerable progress had been made with
Management of Information Systems (EBS and Nourish), and with the LEP-funded app development project
which has been recognised with awards for innovation from Natspec, Nasen and the Shropshire Chamber.
Development of a more comprehensive IT Strategy to better reflect all aspects of the organisation is a priority
for 20-21 and a new post ‘Head of Digital Services’ has been established to support this work.

Key strengths 2019-20


Very good governance, leadership and management demonstrating an exceptional response to the
Covid-19 pandemic



High quality, relevant curriculum at all sites that is rigorously reviewed and aligned to planned student
outcomes



Impressive development of and support for remote learning for specific students



Significantly improved care management structure, systems and procedures including implementation
of Nourish



Highly responsive careers programme including innovative CV app development to enable all students
to record and demonstrate their skills and qualities to potential employers



Exceptional, diverse and inclusive sports, leisure and wellbeing programme to support students’
knowledge of how to keep themselves healthy, both emotionally and physically



Excellent relationships with local and national employers sustained throughout pandemic



Very robust safeguarding arrangements – see Ofsted Monitoring visit report January 20



Highly innovative use of technology to support students into work through multi-award winning app
development

Next steps / Areas for improvement from 2019-20 SAR for 2020-21 QIP


To continue to monitor and respond to the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic and to apply
organisational learning across all aspects of provision



To sustain at least a ‘Good’ financial health rating



To achieve a CQC rating of at least ‘Good’ in all characteristics at next inspection



To consolidate updated approaches to individual risk assessment



To undertake a review of therapy provision to support the evolving needs of the cohort



To develop a comprehensive IT Strategy supported by a well-resourced technology team in order to
deliver key objectives around MIS and AT during 20-21
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Summary of Quality Improvement Plan 2019-20
QIP runs from Sept 19-July 20

Targets
Quality of education
QoE:1
QoE:2
QoE:3
QoE:4
QoE:5

QoE:6

RAG

Clarify and consolidate our approach to subject area assessment at start of
programme to strengthen setting of starting points
Further develop and refine delivery of vocational curriculum across pathways
including comprehensive review of Creative Arts
Investigate the potential for growth of the PMLD provision at main site
(Target updated in-year following closure of Ashdale House satellite)
Review end-point assessment and ILP reporting to ensure that monitoring and
tracking of non-accredited learning accurately reflects the learning achieved by
students across the whole programme and supports transition
Review current college infrastructure in relation to support of ILT and assistive
technology
(Target updated in-year to reflect increased priority being given to IT
development)
Improve recording and capture of distance travelled during time at College to better
demonstrate range of individual outcomes

Personal development
PD:1
PD:2
PD:3

Monitor the current tracking and recording of independence skills to ensure quality
and sustainability during introduction of new electronic information management
system
Further strengthen careers guidance and support including implementation of new
CV app and College careers strategy
To strengthen and formalise cross-College transition support for students
preparing to leave College and associated anxieties

Behaviour and attitudes
BA:1
BA:2
BA:3
BA:4

Extend range of staff with BILD positive behaviour support training to include more
teaching and learning staff
Extend CPD offer to include zones of regulation and sensory integration training
Begin work with National Autistic Society in support of NAS accreditation for main
site
Work closely with Student Union Board to identify and address issues arising
around feeling safe and being respected

Leadership and management
LM:1
LM:2
LM:3
LM:4
LM:5

Review and strengthen risk management process across College
Further develop communication strategy focused work including development of
external communication Strategy
Ensure that all student areas are all of high-quality standards including residences
and Student Union
Strengthen teaching and learning staff appraisal and links to professional
development to maximise staff opportunities for reflection on own practice and selfdevelopment
Review and strengthen policy and procedure of equality of opportunity within the
curriculum (including use of assistive equipment and technology)
Implement staff wellbeing strategy

LM:6
KEY TO RAG RATING:

Progress towards target is as or better than planned
Progress towards target is less than planned but remains within an acceptable range
Progress towards target is less than planned and outside an acceptable range
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Quality of Education

Grade: Good

Curriculum Intent
Creative solutions have been found to ensure the continuity of high-quality curriculum delivery throughout the
Covid-19 pandemic at main site and across our satellite provision. Curriculum design remains ambitious, well
considered, and focuses on development of the knowledge, skills and behaviours that students with SEND
need for the next stage of their lives. Programmes of study are highly personalised to meet the identified
outcomes of each learner which include transition into education, training, employment, supported and
independent living situations. The experience that each learner enjoys, however, is far wider than the stated
EHCP outcomes with a truly comprehensive learner journey supporting each young person into adulthood.
The College’s curriculum offer is routinely and robustly reviewed to ensure relevance and quality and, despite
the Covid-19 pandemic, 19-20 has been no exception. This year, quality improvement planning has focused
on the review of specific vocational pathways at main site, refinement of satellite curriculum offer, including
opening of a new satellite in Telford (see Appendix B – Curriculum Overviews).
Following analysis of destination data, a comprehensive review of Creative Arts was undertaken resulting in a
re-structure for September 20 and a newly focused ‘Performing Arts Pathway’ reflective of the excellent
outcomes students achieve in this area. The College continues to recognise the many benefits of visual arts
activities and, although no longer a vocational route, students continue to access a range of creative arts
activities through the enrichment programme.
The ‘Work Skills Pathway’ introduced in September 2018, to support those students not yet ready for a
customer facing environment, has proved to be a very positive step forward for the College in terms of
curriculum design. This area operates as a stand-alone pathway with strong links to all the other vocational
areas and has been highly successful in supporting students to develop their confidence, skills and
behaviours in order to access their chosen vocational area on either a part time or full time basis. To ensure
clarity of marketing messages for prospective students and their families, a review of pathway names will
take place for 20-21.
This year, the College also invested in a PMLD consultant with a view to extending this aspect of provision.
This work, combined with local market research, has led to a further evaluation of the ‘Work Skills’ model and
highlighted the need for an additional strand to our offer for those young people for whom further education,
training or work is not the end goal.
Following the highly successful introduction of the Positive Behaviour Management approach (PBS) across
College a further cohort of curriculum-based Coaches began training during 19-20. Curriculum and therapy
teams are working ever more closely to support the evolving needs of our students, notably an increase in
sensory processing issues that impact upon learning. This support has guided curriculum development to
ensure that sessions are appropriate in design, for example reducing the length of sessions in some
vocational areas. This work, alongside the NAS accreditation the college is undertaking remains a focus for
2020-21.
Curriculum Implementation
Throughout 2019-20, curriculum delivery has been sustained through a combination of face-to-face and
remote ‘home learning’. From the start of the first national lockdown in March, although college remained
open, the majority of students returned home, following risk assessment, in line with government guidance.
An impressive ‘Home Learning’ programme was devised and implemented for those at home and three
‘Learning Hubs’ set up for students remaining in college. All Zoom groups and online activities were
implemented in line with the College’s new Home Learning Policy and the IT and Safeguarding Policy.
The Home Learning curriculum included focused resources on Horticulture, Hospitality and Housekeeping,
Retail, Work Skills, Functional Skills, Creative Arts and Independence shared through a dedicated area on the
College’s website. Weekly activities included: newsletter, sharing of other useful links and resources;
vocational Zoom groups; PSHE groups covering topics such as friendships, online safety and being kind; and
Independence groups. Staff were very creative in finding fun and meaningful ways to provide students with
opportunities to work towards their targets whilst at home. For example, health and safety in the kitchen,
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correct use of kitchen and gardening equipment, preparing a family meal including creating the menu and
laying the table, stock check of food items in the kitchen cupboards. One student was able to develop his
writing skills by writing his own case study that will be used as part of a Karten Network newsletter.
Social media proved to be a highly useful resource for students to engage with and share their learning. There
were regular daily posts on social media, Twitter, Facebook and Instagram with sharing of photographs,
challenges and activities. Students and staff were excited to see the Chief Executive at Agored Cymru share
two of our posts on Instagram, Sian Lloyd (weather presenter) liked student work on researching the weather,
S4C liked the Key Workers Welsh video, Sian Lloyd liked the rainbow Welsh Video, Shropshire Live liked the
This is Me video.
The College’s public facing commercial areas play a crucial part in development of work-ready skills, and
students can access a wide range of internal work experience on site before accessing external placements.
These areas, which include a restaurant, coffee shop, garden centre, print shop, food centre and, in
partnership with Premier Inn, a small hotel have had to close to the public in recent months. However,
creative alternatives have been devised to ensure that students continue to receive appropriate experiences
of work including the development of the new student-run ‘Tip Top Takeout’, on-line retail activity and charity
shop development.
The College has excellent local, regional, and national employer partnerships, and all students on a
vocational Study Programme access external work experience. Placements are well thought out and
regularly reviewed to ensure that they are high quality, appropriately challenging and aligned to students’
future aspirations. Throughout the pandemic, we have continued to communicate with our employers and,
following individual risk assessment, students have accessed off-site placements when safe to do so.
Curriculum Impact
Student Outcomes:
Students continue to make excellent progress towards completion of their programmes including achievement
of formal qualifications and non-accredited targets, 95% of 19-20 leavers achieved their qualifications.
The outcome of the formal observation process was very good with:
 94% (44 of 47 staff) of sessions across vocational curriculum including external work experience,
judged to be good or better similar in comparison to 18-19 figures at 94% (47 of 50 sessions/staff)
observed at good or better.
 86% (14/16) independence session sampled were judged to be good or better
Session observation strengths include:
 Highly effective use of Q & A to determine students understanding of what they were doing and why
 Good opportunities to develop further independence in tasks
 Differentiation of session resources is excellent
An Ofsted monitoring visit in January 2020 noted that:
‘Teachers plan and teach lessons that support students to understand how to keep safe in their vocational choices and
in daily life. They frequently reinforce key aspects of personal safety, which builds students’ confidence. Students are
well prepared to work in commercial outlets and in daily-living skills environments. For example, students use safe
cutting techniques in the kitchen. They understand the dangers of cross-contamination and the risks associated with
food allergies.

Learning walks in March noted that:
‘Teaching and learning staff make effective use of opportunities to embed everyday functional skills tasks into their
sessions appropriate to the needs of their students, and that there was excellent embedding of ICT in sessions. The use
of technology in sessions is planned effectively to meet the needs of all students, tasks observed were creative,
innovative and enabled students to develop key ICT skills’

Close monitoring of set termly targets saw 96% of students ‘on target’ for their combined programme aims by
the end of Spring term and teaching staff were highly creative in ensuring that candidates could complete work
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towards their qualifications by accessing Zoom groups whilst at home.

The annual parent / carer survey was redesigned to focus on home learning and feedback was very positive
and complimentary:
‘X has been really busy, he has laid the table for the Sunday roast, changed his bed and been busy making cupcakes.
‘Thank you to all the staff who have made it easy for X to be so engaged and busy for the months at home. You have
provided us all with a structure and focus to keep us going, keep X learning and most importantly, keep our spirits up.’
Teaching and learning staff have excellent vocational expertise and support students extremely well to build on their
knowledge and apply that knowledge as skills.

The participation, progress and work of students continued to be tracked and recorded during the period of
home learning and 82% of all students remained ‘on target’ by the end of Summer term in comparison to 86%
at the end of 18-19. As the profile of our cohort continues to evolve, staff are challenged to find ever more
creative ways to explain targets and provide feedback, in particular, sharing feedback with students on their
progress with ICT targets as an area of focus for 20-21.
A highly successful virtual prize giving took place at the end of Spring and Summer term and end of year
Zoom parties were arranged to celebrate achievements and say our ‘goodbyes’ to our 19-20 leavers.
In recent years, students have gone on to a range of high-quality destinations such as Premier Inn, upcycling,
garden maintenance, social enterprise, hospitality and administration and more recently HiJinx and Chicken
Shed - performing arts placements in Wales and London. Of the Summer 2019 leavers, 34% progressed into
employment (6% paid and 28% voluntary) compared with 52% progressing into employment the previous
year (21% paid and 31% voluntary). Though there is a decline in number of students going into paid
employment this is still in line with the national average and 38% of leavers went into supported living, slightly
down from last year at 42%.In order to support this we have established a Transition and Supported
Internship Coordinator role to focus more closely on this area and we continue to work very closely with local
authorities and families to maximise and strengthen discussions around transition options in students’ home
areas at the earliest opportunity.
.
Student outcomes include:
One July 2020 leaver has transitioned onto a Supported Internship in her home area of North Tyneside. She was
supported by Transition Coordinator, to complete her application form, and, following interview, successfully secured
placement which commenced in September 2020. X commenced working in an administrative role within a Homeless
Charity in North Shields very close to home, so that she can travel there independently. Following on from this, X has
applied for a Customer Service Practitioner Apprenticeship and has secured an interview. She states that this is “because
of all the experience I have from Derwen College for 3 years, thank you for all the work life experience and teaching me
that I can do anything I put my mind to”.
A July 2019 leaver transitioned back into his home area after 5 years at Derwen College. Throughout his transition
discussions, X expressed a keen desire to continue to work within a horticultural environment. He successfully secured
placement on the Long-Term National Trust volunteer programme at Dunham Massey and commenced work there on
12th August 2019.
X secured paid employment for 12 hours a week at Premier Inn in Oswestry after leaving college and completing a
Hospitality and Housekeeping focused study programme and is now living in Supported Living with other young people, in
Oswestry.

Key Strengths 2019-20


Ambitious and well-planned curriculum that prepares students with SEND very effectively for the next
stages of education, training or employment and to have greater independence in making decisions
about their lives



Impressive development and delivery of ‘Home Learning’ programme in response to Covid-19
pandemic
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Highly effective development of new pre-vocational pathway to support evolving cohort



Staff have excellent vocational expertise to support students extremely well to build on their knowledge
and apply that knowledge as skills



Highly effective embedding of ICT in sessions that support students’ needs and learning



Excellent achievement of formal qualifications that support next stages of a student’s education,
training or employment



Consistently high-quality sessions - 96% of vocational sessions observed as good or better



Very robust termly monitoring of individual learner progress to ensure that students make good
progress and do not fall behind



Very good destination data that demonstrates the success of curriculum design in getting students into
work, either paid or voluntary

Next Steps / Areas for improvement


To monitor and adapt curriculum delivery in response to Covid 19 (including remote delivery, on-site
delivery and external work experience)



To consolidate approaches to sharing progress and feedback with students working at a lower level
(including use of assistive equipment and technology)



Further refinement of the ‘Work Skills Pathway’ to consolidate the route for students where further
education, training or work is not the end goal



To review and further refine some curriculum design and content (Horticulture and expand retail
opportunities)



Monitor, review and evaluate curriculum offer at new Telford satellite to ensure quality and purpose
following initial opening
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Behaviours and Attitudes

Grade: Outstanding

The College has clear guidance on how students are expected to behave and staff at all levels have high
expectations of students’ behaviour and conduct. Following an extensive review with the British Institute of
Learning Difficulties (BILD) during 2018-19, the College now has a well-structured, effective PBS model
which includes 15 coaches and 9 functional assessors. College is investing further in this approach and
currently a further 10 PBS Coaches are being trained, primarily from the curriculum areas. Next steps include
consolidation of updated approaches to positive behaviour policy, procedure and assessment across College
and at Satellites.
Though we didn’t win we were shortlisted for Positive Behaviour Support – overcoming barriers to learning in
the TES FE Awards for 2020.
Students are very well supported by all staff and student help desk has proved highly effective in supporting
the day-to-day needs of the students, and issues they have. Support ranges from providing information,
advice and guidance on timetables, daily monitoring of punctuality and follow up on students late to sessions,
where there are patterns or concerns these are shared quickly with the wider team, issues with peers,
booking in appointments to see student services, and providing support over break and lunch times ensuring
that students get to sessions.
Students are encouraged to understand how they can raise concerns whilst at College and feel safe.
Registered managers this year have arranged focus groups with students and drop-ins in the Student Union,
and have actively encouraged students to speak out where they are having issues. Innovative practice
developed during lockdown particularly in support of students who were experiencing difficulties online with
their peers.
Students are supported extremely well to know and understand their rights and feel safe and confident to
report incidents when they occur. Staff are highly responsive and take swift and appropriate action when
required. Students participated in a focused safeguarding week November 19, co-produced with Shropshire
Adult Safeguarding Board where they explored issues around the right to feel safe. Activities were designed to
support their understanding of their rights and responsibilities as young adults and students.
Very robust monitoring of CQC notification and safeguarding referrals provide highly effective analysis of
trends over time, this informs future planning, training and support needs. There has been a downward trend
in the number of reported incidents year on year, and there are numerous reasons for this; early intervention
through PBS model indicates that the PBS model is a contributing factor. Students continue to be supported
across care and curriculum by support practitioners that work closely with the young person. Being supported
by a consistent team day to day enables a therapeutic rapport to develop and a more person centred
approach.
Close monitoring of students’ progress over time highlights areas of concern and staff are highly responsive
in providing the necessary support to ensure that students succeed in their programme of learning. Where
students are identified as struggling, internal and or external Multi-Disciplinary Team (MDT) meetings are
held to engage a wide range of professionals in how best to improve the quality of life of any given student.
The principles of Positive Behaviour Support are used throughout, and external professionals are invited to
contribute where this is required. Prior to an MDT, staff spend time to understand the issues from a student’s
perspective using a range of tools including social stories, quality of life tool and simple discussion.
Students included in this process have benefitted from increased sensory based activities, access to sports in
the mornings to support self-regulation, changes to working environments and timetabled day. Therapists
have been instrumental in advising training and staff development around sensory processing needs with the
support of zones of regulation and active zones which support students to identify self-regulation techniques
and skills. Students are involved in creating their behavioural support plans with PBS coaches, which identify
strategies to minimise behaviours that challenge and identify ways of working together to develop positive
behaviours.
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During an Ofsted monitoring inspection in January 2020 Ofsted said:
‘Staff work together with students, parents, college staff and external agencies – such as the police and social services
– to bring about positive outcomes. For example, students who have demonstrated behaviours of concern are supported
to develop strategies to reflect on and improve how they interact with others. Students are proud of how their behaviour
improves as a result.’

One student who has struggled to live with other people now has his own chalet with a range of technology for
his reassurance. He has developed positive relationships with the waking night staff and this has helped him
develop his own routine that supports his wellbeing and learning.
Another student who was highly anxious about getting to sessions has become far more independent and
confident during her time in college with support to get to her sessions and now uses a scooter that supports
her self-regulation and proprioceptive needs as she moves about College.
Students continue to celebrate a wide range of successes during their time at College taking pride in their
achievements, these events include end of term prize giving (including vocational and sports outcomes)
Graduation and student prom. The College’s Duke of Edinburgh’s Awards programme has proven highly
effective in development and support of emotional resilience and ability to overcome setbacks and
development of personal skills that students need in preparation for adulthood and employment.
The College regularly receives feedback from local employers and one student who has worked at a local
Spar was very pleased to hear this:

‘X has been working at the Spar every Tuesday since November last year. She has become a lot more confident in her
work and her relationships with her peers have grown. She is a well liked and respected member of our team now. She
started her placement stocking and merchandising shelves and has now moved onto booking in deliveries via a pickolink
and taking temperature readings and recording them in their appropriate file.
It Is a real pleasure to have X in our shop’.
Spar owner, Llanfyllin, Powys

Competition activity remains a highly effective tool to motivate and positively engage students with their
learning. Competition activity is well embedded into curriculum design. Students have excellent opportunities
to participate in skills competitions and community projects during their time at College and have celebrated
several successes this year. A Creative Arts learner won a Christmas card competition to have her design
featured on the Association of Colleges (AoC) official greeting card. The learner said ‘I was really shocked
when I was told I had won. I phoned my mum straight away and she was shocked too. I like art and design’.
AoC chief executive David Hughes picked the winner of the competition.
For one student who started College in Sept 2018 as a residential student, competition activity was used
extremely well during last Autumn term to encourage him to eat more vegetables.
X agreed to take part in staff MasterChef. All of staff team around X chose a meal to make each week for each day of the
week, and X made the meal with staff support and then judged the meal on; Ease of making and how good it tastes. X
had shown in the past that he loves competition amongst staff when playing games, so staff hoped that the competition
would motivate him to try staff member’s food choices. The aim was for X to eat more vegetables and try new dishes. 5
weeks into MasterChef, X has said that he wants to continue doing it into the second half of the term and has tried
vegetarian and vegan dishes. Staff in the residence have praised X for his cooking skills and have asked if he will cook
for the residence one night which he has agreed to do.

During ‘Lock down’ the use of competitions was impressive and students engaged very well with the range of
competitions ranging from Derwen Pet Show, Derwen’s Got Talent, art competition and Principal’s Project.
The pet show was in two different sections, a writing competition and a Virtual Pet Show video in which
students and staff sent videos or photographs of their pets showcasing their talents and their beauty. We had
22 entrants with prizes such as 'one man and his dog', 'dog the judge would like to take home award'. The
‘write about your pet’ competition was won by a Satellite student who wrote about her ‘best friend’ her Golden
Labrador Ben.
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Part of her writing said
‘Ben loves me no matter what mood I’m in and he helps me to calm down and not get upset. He is always
there for me.’
Derwen’s Got Talent was also a very popular event with students. To promote the event, the Performing Arts
team led with a digital performance of 'This is Me' where 20 students from across college contributed to a
signed song performance from the comfort of their homes. The video was shared everywhere across all our
social media platforms.
One member of staff commented that "Many people ask me ... what is it about Derwen, why do you love working
there...You only have to watch these fantastic videos and it will tell you why... Well done everyone it bought a tear to my
eye."

Another member of the public commented
"How talented they are, wonderful to watch.”
This led onto the Derwen’s Got Talent footage where 10 students across different pathways entered. We had
singing, dancing, drumming, pottery, signing and even a rap. Over 150+ votes were counted across all
platforms and the winner was announced across social media.
Other competitions have included:





Retail planogram, theme was 75th anniversary of VE day. This completion promoted discussion during Zoom
meetings. Students were able to discuss what needed to be considered when planning displays in the Garden
Centre shop.
Hospitality students participated in an external competition with Landmarks College – where they completed
online quizzes around hospitality, catering and customer services. Staff were able to support students on site to
access a Cahoots quiz via Zoom, and Derwen students won a first and third place.
Derwen Skills live took place in Oct 19 and Functional Skills developed the Library Live competition, where
students were required to use their English and maths skills to perform library linked tasks – the winner was a
student from a college in Birmingham.
Math’s Week took place during May 20 in collaboration with Natspec, National Numeracy and the Education and
Training Foundation, focusing on meaningful math skills that students use in everyday life. Students at home
during lockdown were encouraged to demonstrate their transferable skills, posting their pictures on Instagram,
Facebook and Twitter.

Student participation in home learning was excellent, the majority of students participated in 184 on-line
Zoom sessions (see appendix c – Home learning poster)
New for 19-20
The college introduced a therapy dog in Dec 2019 to further enhance support for students’ therapeutic
wellbeing. Lots of students were missing their pets, in particular dogs and being able to take them for a walk.
Though still in training, ‘Teddy’ has been well received by students at both main site and satellites.

Key strengths 2019-20


All staff have high expectations for students behaviour and attitudes – support is bespoke and person
centered



Highly effective positive behaviour support model in place – contributing to reduction of reported
incidents



Innovative practice developed during lockdown particularly in support of students who were
experiencing difficulties online with their peers



Very robust monitoring of CQC notification and safeguarding referrals provide highly effective analysis
of trends over time, this informs future planning, training and support needs



Impressive use of competition activity used to motivate and positively engage students with their
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learning


Highly effective development of sports and leisure activities Including Duke of Edinburgh’s programme
to support the development of emotional resilience and positive behaviours



Very responsive development of therapeutic and wellbeing support – introduction of Therapy dog Dec
2019

Next steps / Areas for improvement


To consolidate updated approaches, positive behaviour policy, procedure and assessment across
College and at Satellites
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Personal development

Grade: Outstanding

The College remains highly proactive in providing opportunities for students to develop their character,
resilience, confidence and independence during their time at College. Personal Development incorporates
Personal Social and Health Education (PSHE), Wellbeing programme, including Sports and leisure, and
Careers programme.
During their time at college, students access a range of discrete personal, social and health education
modules which currently includes relationships, rights and cultures, online safety, drugs and alcohol
awareness and moving on. PSHE delivery is very good and continues to grow and develop strong cross
college working relationships particularly with the safeguarding team to inform delivery of 1:1 discrete
provision. For example, one PSHE teacher works alongside the Online Safety Coordinator and the
Safeguarding team, this informs the content of discrete groups and 1:1 support that students may need.
Going forward, a revised model for delivery of relationships and sex education will be supported by the
College’s disability nurses and student liaison team.
The PSHE curriculum moved over to on-line delivery during COVID-19 with a wide variety of key themes
covered whilst students were at home such as cyber bullying, equality / Black Lives Matter movement, online
safety, problem solving, mental health awareness, Covid-19 support and preparing for transition. During this
time the PSHE teacher led approximately 80 Zoom sessions, 13 students accessed bespoke support around
online safety, Covid-19 and relationships.
The team’s commitment to remain current across the wide range of topics within the PSHE remit is excellent
and external partnerships are well established to support training and further development. Focus for 20-21
will be to build on awareness of current issues across main site and Satellites.
The Wellbeing programme offer including sports and leisure goes from strength to strength and pushes the
boundaries to ensure that all enrichment, sports and leisure activities are fully inclusive. Students can access
the wellbeing provision between 4-5pm on weekdays and there are clubs and activities available in the
evenings and at weekends. There is a balanced approach to wellbeing including a range of creative options
and strong partnerships have been developed with the local vicar to support aspects of spirituality. The range
of activities on offer to students is impressive and this year saw the introduction of a street dance session
where students were successful at competition level.
Highlights from this year include:





Sept 19 - Fresher’s week, for the first time, the college introduced ‘Buddy badges’ for its 2 nd and 3rd year
students to engage with and support new students.
Sept 19 – National Nutrition and Hydration awareness campaign, students took part in Fruity Friday activities tweeted by N & H U.K, 7 times.
Nov 19 - Dance for Dignity event held at college disco, 67 students took part.
Celebrating national events and awareness days including Pancake Day, St. David’s Day, Sports and Comic
Relief.

Learner Voice is encouraged through the planning and review of trips and visits and this feedback informs
future planning. Students this year have visited a wide range of external attractions and participated in local
clubs and activities in the community including Knowsley Safari Park trip, Hack Green Nuclear Bunker trip,
Shrewsbury prison tour and museum trip, Special Olympics skiing trip (monthly) and local theatre trips to see a variety of
shows and musicals. As needs change nationally and locally the College will look more locally next year for trips

and visits within the local area for students to access during evenings and weekends. Next year will see a
refresh and update to Learner Voice activity including a review and refinement of the management of Student
Union business.
External partnerships are impressive and important in raising the profile of the ability of young people with
SEND in the world of sports and the College staff continue to be highly proactive with working with a range of
organisations including:
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Shropshire Disability Tennis sessions - Telford Tennis Centre and Pershore Tennis Centre. These sessions are
held monthly for our students to participate in.
We also hosted a tennis festival in partnership with Tennis Shropshire. Participants from Severndale and Coleg
Cambria attended along with students from Derwen.
Students represented Shrewsbury Down Syndrome football team throughout the Winter and Spring terms (up to
March 2020).
Table Cricket competitions at Southall School and Edgbaston Cricket Centre.

The college continues to run a highly successful Duke of Edinburgh’s Awards programme and this year 33
students enrolled onto Bronze, 18 Silver and 10 Gold. The programme focuses on skill building around areas
of positive relationships, team building, promotion of self-advocacy and self–esteem and development of
independence. Students whilst at home continued to work on their skills showing their dedication and
commitment by sending in photos of them completing volunteering and physical skills at home.
Due to COVID-19 new, temporary guidance applies and the College is working closely with the Duke of
Edinburgh’s organisation to ensure that students can still achieve their awards. Plans now are to use part of
the college estates as a stand-alone DofE centre, this will widen access and participation. The College is
recognised nationally as a centre of excellence in delivery of Duke of Edinburgh’s to young people with
SEND.
Focused delivery of careers information, advice and guidance programme is very appropriate to the needs of
the students, and all students access modules or workshops that are built into their programme offer over
time. Students are able to explore what is meant by the term employability skills and the wider world of work,
modules include: recognising the basics of getting up and ready for the day ahead; looking presentable;
acknowledging a good work ethic; and recognising personal skills and qualities. There are opportunities to
explore the wider world of work and look at their own skills and learn how to do job searches. This focused
work then allows students to create their CV.
The College currently holds the Matrix Standard - a unique quality framework used for organisations to
assess and measure their information, advice and guidance services. This ultimately supports individuals in
their choice of career, learning, and work and life goals. We received very positive feedback during our 2-year
continuous improvement check about the work that had taken place to date:
‘The IAG Policy has extrapolated the IAG which had been embedded in wider provision. It has ‘shone a light’
on the IAG as a valuable service in its own right and in conjunction with other work being undertaken has
potential to enable the College to further enhance an already high standard of IAG’
Careers Week was celebrated in March and 47 students entered a competition launched around recognising
skill development. Students had to identify what they couldn’t but could do now, the winning entry was picked
by College Governor Barbara Court. She said: ‘"It was inspiring to see such a large number of entries covering a
diverse range of skills and knowledge that students recognised they had acquired whilst at College. These were
transferable skills that will serve students in their work and independence skills at College, and in the future.”

New this year has been the introduction of an electronic CV app developed by the College. This app recently
won the Natspec Award for the Innovative Use of Technology (July 2020), NASEN Award for Innovation and
has been shortlisted for the Shropshire Chamber Business Innovation Award (outcome not yet known).
Students can upload evidence of their work experience and skills using predictive, pre-set text and Makaton
symbol support where needed, 40 students set up their CV’s in Spring term using this new process. This is
part of the college’s work to support disabled workers in the workplace and next steps are to roll this out and
train staff to use it.
Focus next year will be to ensure that student wellbeing continues to be supported effectively and that the
impact of Covid-19 restrictions on individuals is closely monitored and any concerns addressed appropriately.

Key strengths 2019-20




Excellent opportunities for students to develop their character, resilience, confidence, and
independence during their time at College
Highly inclusive Wellbeing programme that supports personal development and quality of life
Impressive Duke of Edinburgh’s programme that supports students’ skill building around areas of
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positive relationships, team building, promotion of self-advocacy and self–esteem and development of
independence.
Very good PSHE programme that continues to grow and develop – raising awareness of current
issues that students may experience in home areas.
Excellent external partnerships that widen levels of participation and raise awareness nationally of the
abilities of learners with SEND
High standard of careers IAG which supports students in their choice of career, learning, and work
and life goals
Innovative use of technology to support disabled workers in the workplace

Next steps and areas for improvement


Review and update model of delivery for relationships and sex education supported by the College’s
disability nurses.



Refine PSHE module content to ensure that the full range of current issues are covered by both main
site and satellites



To start development work on Derwen Estates for re-development and change of use to a Duke of
Edinburgh’s centre / space



Refresh and update Learner Voice activity including a review and refinement of the management of
Student Union business.
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Leadership and Management

Grade: Good

Leadership and management of the College is very good.
The senior leadership structure, headed by Meryl Green as Principal, was formally ratified at the December 19
Board meeting. This was the culmination of a plan introduced in May 2016 when the highly effective and
respected principal sought to reduce her commitment prior to retirement. To ensure the members of the
relatively new senior leadership team at that time had the support to develop their expertise, the principal
became the strategic adviser in January 2017 on a half-time contract. She left the College in October 2019.
Governors managed this 2-3-year transition with sensitivity, ensuring that the new senior leadership team had
time to mature and develop. Governors have high expectations of and confidence in the senior leadership
team, and the working relationships of governors and the SLT are strong and flourishing.
The SLT and wider management team appreciate the level of challenge and scrutiny that is applied by
Governors and recognise that this helps to refine their thinking and drive the organisation forward. A new
strategic planning process was agreed, with governors in 2019 to ensure the College’s sustainability, quality of
provision and growth and, working closely with the Clerk, an updated Committee structure has been approved
for implementation in September 2020.
The impact of Covid-19 from mid-February brought new ways of working, communicating and a rapid
adjustment in moving to on-line meetings. Virtual meetings have proved useful and the team continue to feel
well supported by the Board. Focus for 20-21 will be to continue to work together to ensure sufficient
opportunity for discussion and analysis at key meetings.
The College continues to hold a ‘Good’ ESFA (Education & Skills Funding Agency) financial rating and,
despite the challenging economic climate, has continued to drive forward with its strategic objectives
throughout 19-20. Notably:






19-20 - Implementation of Nourish – electronic care management system
September 19 - new state of the art hydrotherapy pool that was opened
November 19 - business review and closure of Welsh satellite to ensure best use of college funds
November 19 - launch of the Agnes Hunt Village Appeal (AHV)
September 20 - launch of new Telford Satellite

Governors and the SLT remain committed to investing in the College and continue to be ambitious in its
approach to seeking funding opportunities including grants and donations. During 19-20 a substantial initial
pledge was received for the AHV Appeal and small scale fundraising continues. In addition, the College has
been successful in obtaining grants to help set up an on-site charity shop to provide alternative work
experience opportunities for students while they are unable to go offsite (Covid emergency fund) and funding
for a dedicated ICT teacher to support small group tuition focused on addressing attainment gaps due to the
pandemic (ESFA Catch Up Fund).
Ensuring that student-facing areas and resources keep pace with the evolving needs of the cohort remains a
high priority. Alongside the launch of the AHV project to upgrade the bungalow site, extensive upgrades to site
safety and security have been undertaken including enhanced CCTV and alarm systems for all residences. A
review of out of hours’ on-site security is planned shortly to include on-call, Duty Manager and waking Night
procedures. An upgrade of the Student Union building has been undertaken following an extensive
consultation with the Student Union Board during 2019.
Work continues to ensure that health and safety across the site is of the highest standard. Very good progress
has been made towards the post-CQC action plan and also the action plan that was established following an
audit by the British Safety Council at the request of the College. Of particular note during 2019 has been the
impact of the work of the Food Safety Co-ordinator resulting in a 5 Star Hygiene rating for all aspects of our
operation. To support the identified cross-college health and safety development work an additional role of
Health and Safety Manager is now well established.
A planned focus for 19-20 was a review of specific aspects of risk assessment policy and procedure, however,
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the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic has necessitated a microscopic degree of attention being given to all
aspects of risk assessment this year. Not only has every aspect of college wide activity been risk assessed
and re-evaluated in light of specific Covid precautions, a huge amount of work has been done throughout the
pandemic to risk assess every student. This work has been done in liaison with the student, family and
relevant LA to ensure that every student remains as safe as possible. This work continues and an unexpected
consequence of this activity has been some valuable organisational learning in relation to individual risk
assessment. As a consequence, we are currently reviewing and updating our college-wide approach to
individual risk assessment outside of pandemic conditions.
In January 2020 Ofsted conducted a monitoring visiting with a safeguarding focus and concluded that
‘Reasonable Progress’ had been made in all areas. Extracts as follows:
‘Governors, leaders and managers have a high regard for students’ safety and well-being. They frequently review
safeguarding arrangements and make improvements as a result.’
‘Staff identify and report safeguarding concerns appropriately. The safeguarding team swiftly put in place actions to keep
students safe’
‘Risk assessments for students are highly individualised. Staff identify clearly specific risks, including those associated
with students’ health, behaviour, social and vocational needs. The assessments contribute to effective arrangements for
students’ safety in a range of settings. Students are well supported and encouraged to manage their own behaviour more
effectively. They become more independent and recognise potential risks. For example, students move on from being
supported to travel on trains and in taxis to travelling independently’

We have increased the Designated Safeguarding Lead (DSL) role by training two deputies at main site.
Following the implementation of an Internal Communication Strategy 18-19, an external communication
strategy was implemented in early 19-20. The Covid-19 situation has led to a different evolution of the current
communication model, such as moving in-person activities, meetings and events to online and virtual. This has
been achieved successfully, with little or no lead-in time.
The end of year parent/carer survey (main site students) focused on communication and teaching during the
late Spring and the Summer terms. This provided lots of positive feedback as well as ideas and areas for
further improvement, and an action plan has been implemented to fine-tune our approach.
Covid-19 has significantly changed the way we are all required to work and supporting staff to adapt to these
changes and managing increased anxiety has been a key focus. In addition to our usual Staff Wellbeing
Strategy, we continue to extend our wellbeing offer to support mental health as much as possible.
At peak time during 19-20 we experienced an increase in the number of staff self-isolating at home and were
mindful of the impact of absenteeism, including the increased workload, on other colleagues. This situation
was, and continues to be, monitored very closely and appropriate action taken where required.
The pandemic has, undoubtedly, been one of the most challenging periods in the College’s history. Despite
the many problems we have faced, positives have also emerged from this difficult situation.
Towards the end of the Summer break the SLT we were keen to give staff teams the opportunity to ‘pause and
reflect’ on what had happened, how they were feeling and what learning could be taken forward as an
organisation. To this effect we appointed an external consultant to facilitate 2 days of discussion and reflection
which was both productive and much appreciated by all involved.

Key strengths 19-20


Increased clarity in relation to SLT structure, roles and responsibilities



Excellent working relationships between Board and SLT with appropriate levels of challenge and
support



Enhanced strategic planning process leading to an ambitious but achievable strategic plan to ensure
College’s sustainability, quality of provision and growth.
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Outstanding response to challenges of Covid-19 in terms of keeping everyone safe, individual risk
assessment process, continuation of curriculum on site and remotely, timely and effective
communication with all stakeholders



Very positive Ofsted monitoring visit in February 2020 focused on safeguarding



Retention of ‘Good’ ESFA (Education & Skills Funding Agency) financial rating



State of the art hydrotherapy pool that was opened (shortlisted for LABC Building Excellence award)



Launch of new Telford Satellite in response to request from Telford and Wrekin LA



Successful grant funding leading to provision of on-site charity shop to provide alternative work
experience opportunities for students while they are unable to go offsite



Successful grant funding for a dedicated ICT teacher to support small group tuition focused on
addressing attainment gaps due to the pandemic (ESFA Catch-Up Fund).



5 Star Food Hygiene rating for all aspects of our operation



Excellent support for staff wellbeing

Next steps and areas for improvement


Consolidation of updated approach to individual risk assessment process following review and
associated update training for all staff



Next phase implementation of Nourish electronic care management system to maximise efficiencies in
recording, monitoring and reporting



Further review of on-site security to support evolving cohort including on-call and Duty Manager system
and waking night provision.



Development of comprehensive Accommodation Strategy to ensure sustainability and suitability for
current and future cohorts
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College Quality Improvement Plan 2020-21
End
date

Targets = 20

Quality of Education
QofE:1
QofE:2
QofE:3
QofE:4
QofE:5
QofE:6

Continue to monitor the impact of Covid-19 on curriculum and refine and adapt delivery
where needed
Review and refinement of main site Horticulture curriculum to ensure ongoing relevance
of some content
Expand Retail opportunities at main site including charity shop, on-line sales and click
and collect
Further refinement of the ‘Work Skills Pathway’ at main site to clarify the route for
students where further education, training or work is not the end goal
Monitor, review and evaluate curriculum offer at new Telford satellite to ensure quality
and purpose following initial opening
Improve teachers’ communication skills in relation to sharing feedback on progress with
students operating at lower levels

Behaviours and Attitudes
BA:1

To consolidate updated approaches positive behaviour policy, procedure and
assessment across College and at Satellites

Personal Development
PD:1

PD: 2
PD: 3
PD: 4
PD: 5

Ensure that student wellbeing continues to be supported effectively and that the impact of
the Covid-19 restrictions on individuals is closely monitored and any concerns addressed
appropriately
Development of Duke of Edinburgh’s Award base on main site to future support this
growing cohort
Refine PSHE module content to ensure that the full range of current issues is covered by
both main site and satellites
Review and update model of delivery for relationships and sex education to ensure it is
accessible and relevant at all ability levels
Refresh and update the College’s approach to Learner Voice activity including
management of Student Union business

Leadership and Management
LM: 1
LM: 2
LM: 3
LM: 4
LM: 5
LM: 6
LM: 7
LM: 8

Continue to capture and evaluate all Covid-19 related actions to inform preparation for
future lockdown scenarios and ensure organisational learning
Consolidation of updated approach to individual risk assessment process following
review and associated update training for all staff
Next phase implementation of Nourish electronic care management system to maximise
efficiencies in recording, monitoring and reporting
Further review of on-site security to support evolving cohort including on-call and Duty
Manager system and waking night provision.
Development of comprehensive Accommodation Strategy to ensure sustainability and
suitability for current and future cohorts
Review and evaluate current model of therapy services in the context of the evolving
student cohort in order to identify and address improvement actions
Undertake NAS accreditation assessment at main site following comprehensive review
and development work in readiness
Ensure that sufficient progress is maintained towards identified health, safety and
security actions to become ready for H & S accreditation
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